IBM Case Study

Carlin Music boosts performance and
energy-efficiency with Northdoor and IBM
Overview
 The Challenge
Improve performance and increase
capacity of core financial and music
royalty management systems;
create more robust and scalable
infrastructure; expand Intel®
processor-based server landscape
without increasing power
consumption, heat output and
floorspace requirements.
Carlin Music (www.carlinmusic.com)
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upgrade to the i525 ran extremely well:

constraints of our existing server

the upgrade path for System i is one of

room. As we grow the virtual server

the best out there in my opinion, and

landscape on our IBM x3550 servers,
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times.
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cooling it required was becoming a
cause for concern. As heat output

“With server virtualisation on IBM

grew over the course of three years,

System x, we can do a lot more useful
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air-conditioning unit, then added a

power envelope,” says Steve Phillips.
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on a permanent basis. This was
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an unsustainable growth path,

improving our energy efficiency.”

particularly given the rapid rises in the
cost of electricity.
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